
The massive adoption of SaaS and cloud services has smoothed the unexpected transition to remote work in recent 

weeks. Even with every job becoming remote, engineering, DevOps, sales, finance, and other teams have been able 

to access their code repositories, applications and data without setting foot into the office. Enabling remote workers 

to access critical business systems and collaborate in the cloud securely is the top priority for every security team. 

Many first-time remote workers will need help configuring their personal endpoints, getting on VPNs, using proper 

credentials, and following security best practices. While security teams wrangle the needs of the workforce, they 

also must keep threats at bay. Unfortunately, bad actors are taking advantage of this situation to launch attacks.

Obsidian Cloud Detection and Response (CDR) is the essential SaaS security solution in this time of remote work. 

Obsidian is uniquely positioned to meet the needs of a remote security team managing the security of a remote 

workforce in the cloud. Obsidian is delivered as frictionless SaaS and requires no software or agents to be installed. 

Security operations teams can be up and running in a matter of minutes. With Obsidian, they have continuous 

visibility of who can access their SaaS applications and what they are doing. Security can discover and mitigate 

emerging risks and threats in their SaaS applications, and investigate incidents quickly. By identifying and cleaning 

up unused accounts, they can cut needless expenditure.

ESSENTIAL SAAS SECURITY FOR REMOTE WORK
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ADDRESS YOUR MOST IMMEDIATE SAAS SECURITY NEEDS

Get continuous visibility into what users have 

access to and how they are using the SaaS apps. 

Quickly identify and investigate patterns of risky or 

suspicious behavior.

Monitor who is using the SaaS applications, 

from where, and what they are doing. 

Understand the overall risk associated with 

cloud access and activity.

Security Team Need What Obsidian Offers
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Get a rundown of who has what privileges on each 

service, whether they are active or not, and how 

they are using these privileges. Which users have a 

concentration of privileges? Are there stale users 

with multiple inactive accounts? Are there accounts 

without MFA or using basic authentication?

Mitigate account risk by ensuring that remote workers and privileged users are following security best 

practices while accessing cloud services.

Security Team Need

What Obsidian Offers
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What Obsidian OffersSecurity Team Need

What Obsidian OffersSecurity Team Need

Identify permissive or overly broad file sharing, 

dangerous third party application access, and other 

data risks.

Ensure secure collaboration by stopping 

accidental and intentional data breaches and 

exfiltration.
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Get timely alerts about indicators of anomalous logins, SaaS 

persistence, data exfiltration, lateral movement, OAuth 

token abuse, and other external and internal threats.

Quickly discover instances of account 

compromise and unmitigated threats.
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What Obsidian OffersSecurity Team Need

Detect and fix weak configurations to strengthen 

the security posture of SaaS applications. Identify 

configuration drift that increases overall risk.

Ensure that SaaS apps are configured according 

to security best practices.
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Obsidian is delivered as frictionless SaaS and can be deployed in minutes.
No software or agents to install or configure.

www.obsidiansecurity.com

Free Trial: Obsidian offers potential customers a two-week free trial to test-drive 
Obsidian in their environment: https://go.obsidiansecurity.com/free-trial

Demo Request: Sign up for a demo of the platform: 
https://go.obsidiansecurity.com/demo

Email: Contact us at sales@obsidiansecurity.com to schedule a meeting
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